
 

VISITOR AND GUEST  

COVID-19 INFORMATION 

 

FACE: All Visitors and Guests should wear a face covering whilst moving around the Mansion please. 

Face coverings can be removed when seated. 

SPACE: Visitors and Guests must not sit in groups of more than 6 people. You must not mingle with 

other tables and ensure you follow the Club's one-way system please. 

HANDS: Please make use of the hand sanitiser stations around the Mansion and regularly wash your 

hands following the instruction on the NHS poster. 

 

 Appropriate social distancing must apply at all times. 

 Golf days will be based on a rolling tee time basis to prevent any larger groups gathering. 

 Group gatherings are not permitted at any point during the day.  

 We ask for you to remain with your three/four-balls throughout the day. Each tee time is treated as 

an individual group. For example, each fourball cannot mix or split up groups for breakfast, golf or 

lunch.  

 Hand sanitiser is available around the mansion. 

 There is a one-way system in place around the Mansion. 

 Table service is in place. No service at the Bars (Bars close at 8:30pm). 

 There is sitting available outside (weather dependant) in your tee times and a maximum of 6 (i.e. 2 x 

three-balls) people per table. No mingling between tables please.  

 Societies will be allocated an area inside (inclement weather) which will be detailed in the event form. 

 

 

ARRIVAL TIME 

 

 We require a Start Sheet prior to the day please. 

 We ask golfers to please arrive at the mansion 30 minutes prior to your allotted tee time for your 

tea/coffee and bacon roll. Location for tea/coffee and bacon roll will be detailed in your event form. 

 We ask for golfers to sit in their three/four-balls with no mingling between tables. Tables will be 

reserved. 

 We cannot have groups gather at any point during the day.  

 

 

VISITOR TRACK & TRACE FORM 

 

 Each golfer/visitor will be required to complete a Track & Trace form on arrival.  

 This form will be given out by the Rangers located at the Car Park entrance or when having your 

tea/coffee and bacon roll.  

 



 

PRE-GOLF ARRANGEMENTS  

 

 Changing shoes and setting-up clubs etc must be undertaken in the car park. 

 The Changing Rooms are closed (toilet facilities open).  

 The Golf Shop is open from 7:45am to 4:45pm. 

 You are required to wear a mask in the Golf Shop please. 

 There will be limited warm up time, either on the putting green or in the nets by the West Course 

Car Park or behind the 1st Tee of the High Course. 

 Tee Times are in 10-minute intervals. 

 Golfers are requested to make their way to the tee a maximum of 5 minutes prior to their tee time 

please. 

 

 

GOLF 

 

There will be a Ranger on the 1st Tee who will highlight the current course restrictions. 

 

Additional Local Rules are detailed below; 

 

Additional Local Rules 

1. Flag stick 

Players are required to leave the flagstick in the hole at all times and not to touch it. 

 

2. Holes 

For the purposes of safety, Moor Park GC has made the decision to modify the depth of the hole to allow 

players to remove the ball without touching the flagstick.  The ball is considered holed if any part of the ball 

is below the surface of the putting green, even if not lodged against the flagstick. 

 

3. Preferred lies in bunkers 

A player may place a ball in the bunker within six inches of the original spot and not nearer to the hole than 

that spot. The area cannot be smoothed before placing. 

 

4. Immovable Obstructions – Red and Yellow Stakes 

All red and yellow stakes on the course are treated as immovable obstructions from which free relief is 

allowed under Rule 16.1. Relief is not allowed to be taken under Rule 15.2. 

 

5. Preferred Lies 

When a player's ball lies in a part of the general area cut to fairway height or less, the player may take free 

relief up to six inches, once by placing the original ball or another ball in and playing it from this relief area: 

Unless otherwise noted, the penalty for breach of a Local Rule is the General Penalty. 

The General Penalty is loss of hole in match play or two penalty strokes in stroke play. 

 

 



. 

POST-GOLF ARRANGEMENT   

 

 The Changing Rooms are closed (including showers. Toilet facilities open). 

 For drinks following golf, we have Table Service in operation. Staff will come and take your orders 

when seated. No service available at the Bars. 

 If permittable, all prearranged food served following golf will be served on a rolling basis as soon as a 

three/four-ball finishes their round. The three/four-ball will be assigned a table. 

 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

 

 Buggies are only available for golfers with a medical certificate and are subject to weather conditions 

and subject to availability. 

 Buggies must be booked in advance via the Golf Shop (01923 721673). 

 Only one person per buggy.  

 Appropriate social distancing must apply at all times. 

 Golfers are encouraged to spend the day only with members of their playing group in order to comply 

with social distancing measures and to facilitate NHS Test and Trace requirements. 

 

 

 

Please note that all of this information is subject to change  

depending on updates on rules and restrictions. 

 

Thank you all for your support and understanding. 

 


